Page 99, top-most paragraph: At the end of the sentence beginning "The function FIRST..." add the following words: …with the leading separators removed. (Multiple consecutive "/" are usually interpreted as a single "/"; for example, "projects////paper" is the same name as "projects/paper".) In the next sentence (which begins "Thus, for example,…") both instances of the procedure name PATH_TO_NAME should be PATH_TO_INODE_NUMBER.
The declaration of procedure CHDIR should read:
Page 101, first sentence of the first complete paragraph:
"the file system reserves" should be "the UNIX file system reserves". and insert the following paragraph after that procedure: If the pathname starts with a separator, GENERALPATH_TO_INODE_NUMBER uses the inode number for the root directory (1), otherwise it uses the inode number of the current working directory. In the first case, it strips off the leading separators, because it has processed the leading "/" that indicates the root directory. The RELEASE that Alyssa added after line 7 should be indented to match the ACQUIRE that Alyssa added after line 2.
Page 456, problem set 10, procedure at top of page: (errata added 3/2/2013) lines 33-36 should each be indented one step further.
Page 461, problem set 11, procedure "Web server using events": There should be another line at the end of the procedure that reads
and in the procedure "Network manager using events"(at the bottom of the page) the two lines of that procedure should end with the comments "//E" and "//F", respectively.
